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Our Presenters
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J. Clayton “Clay” Everett, Jr. has represented corporate and individual defendants in
dozens of international cartel investigations and related litigation. He has acted as global
coordinating counsel in multijurisdictional cartel investigations, secured leniency for multiple
clients and declinations for others, and defeated follow-on damages claims on successful
motions to dismiss, motions for summary judgment and oppositions to class certification.

Mark L. Krotoski, former Assistant Chief of the National Criminal Enforcement Section in the
DOJ’s Antitrust Division, supervising international criminal antitrust cartel investigations and
successfully leading trial teams in investigating and prosecuting antitrust and obstruction of
justice cases involving corporations and executives. His experience includes every phase of
the cartel enforcement process. In addition to other DOJ leadership positions, he has nearly
20 years of experience as a federal prosecutor.

Omar Shah represents clients in complex global cartel and anticorruption investigations and
civil proceedings for damages for breach of antitrust laws. His practice involves representing
clients before UK, EU, and other competition authorities, courts, and tribunals and in
commercial and regulatory litigation proceedings, including judicial reviews.



2016 Year-End Global Cartel Report
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• Review key global trends

• Monitor recent fines and penalties

• Focus on key industries subject to
cartel enforcement

• Identify new developments

• Subscribe: www.morganlewis.com/subscribe

select “Cartel” on the list of topics

* The report and this presentation were compiled using
publicly available sources only.

Access the full 2016 Global Cartel Enforcement Report at:
https://www.morganlewis.com/services/antitrust-competition

http://www.morganlewis.com/subscribe
https://www.morganlewis.com/services/antitrust-competition


Overview

• Key Firsts

• Cartel Fines

• Dawn Raids

• Industries Under Scrutiny

• Europe Trends

• DOJ Criminalizes Wage-Fixing

• Leniency

• Extradition

• Criminalization Trend

• Extraterritorial Issues

• Compliance
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KEY FIRSTS
CARTEL UPDATE



2016 Key Firsts

• DOJ will prosecute employers and individual employees who enter
into certain “naked” wage-fixing and no-poaching agreements

• Australia’s Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) filed first
criminal cartel cases against a corporation
– First two corporate criminal antitrust cases arose in the roll-on roll-off

shipping investigation

• Spain’s National Authority on Markets and Competition (CNMC) fined
executives in an antitrust investigation for the first time
– Cartel for products eligible for subsidies and bought through pharmacies

• Peru’s National Institute for the Defense of Competition and
Protection of Intellectual Property (INDECOPI) imposed both fines
(totaling $2.6 million) and corrective measures for the first time in an
antitrust case
– Five pharmacy chains for fixing the prices of medicine and dietary

supplements

• UK Competition and Markets Authority secured the first
disqualification of an individual director from acting as a director of
any UK company for five years
– Investigation of suppliers of posters and frames on Amazon’s UK website
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CARTEL FINES
CARTEL UPDATE



Total Global Cartel Fines 2015–2016
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*Fines based on the calendar year



Cartel Fines by jurisdiction 2015–2016
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*Fines based on the calendar year



Total Criminal Fines & Penalties

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Fiscal Year
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$630
Million

$701
Million

$1
Billion

$1
Billion

$555
Million

$524
Million

$1.1
Billion

$1.3
Billion

$3.6
Billion

$399
Million

Source: https://www.justice.gov/atr/criminal-enforcement-fine-and-jail-charts



Total Criminal Cases Filed
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11Source: https://www.justice.gov/atr/criminal-enforcement-fine-and-jail-charts



DAWN RAIDS
CARTEL UPDATE



Dawn raids - coming to a place near you?

• Most common and widespread in Europe

– EU Commission, Germany, France, UK, Spain, Slovakia, Czech Republic,
Austria, Romania, Belgium, Portugal, Hungary, Russia and Sweden conducted
raids last year

– Pharmaceuticals sector is a target: Belgium, Germany

• Growing rapidly in scope in Asia and Africa

– India, Hong Kong, South Africa

• Increasing body of case law on limits to agency powers

– “Fishing expeditions”

– Data privacy

• Will we see more dawn raids in the Americas and China in 2017?
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Dawn raids – Golden Rules
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• Don’t obstruct: Be professional and cooperative.

• Don’t destroy documents or other evidence.

• Call counsel immediately to protect your rights.

• Keep a record of what is searched, what is taken, who was involved in the
search, and persons in focus.

• Know your rights:
• The search should be limited to the scope of the warrant.
• You have the right to receive inventory of materials seized.
• You have the right to withhold or receive back-privileged materials.
• In the United States, interviews on substantive topics are voluntary and

may be refused. You may insist on counsel being present.
• In the EU, you must answer purely factual questions but may refuse to

answer questions to which the answers may be self-incriminating.



Dawn raids – step-by-step response

1. Ask to see investigators’ identification and documents authorizing the
search.

a) Confirm that your company’s premises are permitted to be searched.

b) Keep a record of the investigators’ names and affiliations.

2. Call counsel immediately.

a) Ask investigators to wait for counsel to arrive (they may refuse).

b) Put counsel in touch by phone with investigators.

3. Assign a point of contact to interface with the investigators and
organize the response.

a) Provide a conference room free of business materials and away from
business operations for investigators.

b) Assign individuals to “shadow” investigators.

c) Interface with outside counsel.

4. Ensure document preservation, send out a litigation hold notice
immediately, and take steps to ensure that all relevant evidence is
preserved—regardless of location.
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Dawn raids – step-by-step response
(cont’d)

5. “Shadow” the search—assign someone to follow each investigator.

a) This person should be trained to understand the rights of both the
company and individuals.

b) Ensure that company employees are cooperating with the search.

c) Keep a record of all items searched and seized.

d) Involve external counsel for any questions regarding privilege.

6. Make copies of all materials seized—one copy for investigators
and one copy for company files.

7. Protect privileged materials by objecting to the seizure of any
privileged material and agreeing to a procedure to ensure that any
privileged materials seized are returned. Involve outside counsel in
this exercise.

8. Do not break seals where the investigators have sealed the
company’s premises (e.g., overnight).
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INDUSTRIES UNDER
SCRUTINY

CARTEL UPDATE



Pharmaceuticals

• Key Developments

– Multiple US investigations and litigation

– Dawn raids in Belgium, Germany

– Investigation in the UK

– Considerable political pressure for more
enforcement due to increased reimbursement
costs

• Looking Ahead

– Further investigations in more jurisdictions

– Tension between regulation and antitrust
enforcement

– New legislation in relation to generics?
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Electronic Components
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• Key Developments

– Investigations into capacitors in the US, China,
EU, Japan, South Korea, Brazil and Taiwan

– US: 5 companies (3 pleaded guilty) and 9
individuals facing criminal charges; $13.8 million
in corporate fines in case involving guilty plea

– Taiwan: $177 million in fines

– Japan: $68 million in surcharge payment orders

– Brazil: $327K in fines

• Looking Ahead

– EU to impose infringement decision

– South Korea to issue charges

– US: sentences to be confirmed

– Further products to be investigated?



Automotive Parts – DOJ Investigation
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• Commenced February 2010
– Dawn raids and search warrants of wire

harness manufacturers

– Nearly seven years

• Prosecution
– 47 corporations

– 65 individuals

– 30 executives convicted with prison terms
ranging from one year and one day to 24
months

• Corporate fines exceeding $2.9 billion
– Two corporate fines exceeding $425 million

– One corporate fine $200 million

– Six corporate fines exceeding $100 million

– Ten corporate fines exceeding $50 million

https://www.morganlewis.com/~/media/files/document/apg_cer-report-auto-parts-appendix-a-b.pdf



Automotive Parts
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• Key Developments

– EU: $1.6 billion fines imposed in relation to
wire harnesses, foam, parking heaters and
engine starters

– Canada: Nine guilty pleas and $54 million in
fines

– South Korea: over $10 million in fines

• Looking Ahead

– EU to continue investigations in airbags, thermal
systems and car lights

– Brazil, Mexico, Germany, Spain, India, South
Africa to continue investigations into several
different products



Financial Benchmarks
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• Key Developments

– Several individuals sentenced in the US for
manipulation of LIBOR in US and UK

– Fines in Switzerland

– US criminal and civil enforcement in relation to FX
but UK SFO closes investigation

– Fines imposed in South Korea and Brazil

– EU fines of $520 million in respect of Euribor

– US CFTC fines of $250 million in relation to ISDAFIX

• Looking Ahead

– US and EU investigating US Treasury market

– EU investigation into FX

– Civil litigation in US (SIBOR/SOR) and Australia
(BBSW)



Real Estate
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• Key Developments

– US investigations of bid rigging in public real
estate foreclosure auctions in Northern California,
Georgia, Alabama and North Carolina

– Brazil: investigation of real estate brokers fixing
standard charges in rental contracts

– New Zealand: fines of over $3.9 million on real
estate agencies for colluding to pass on cost of
advertising listings to sellers of real estate

• Looking Ahead

– In the US, multiple trials scheduled for early 2017
in California and Georgia



Packaged Seafood
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• Key Developments

– Two executives charged by US DOJ in relation to
price fixing of canned tuna

• Looking Ahead

– Further charges expected in the US

– Resolution of charges with DOJ?

– Further investigations in other jurisdictions?



Shipping
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• Key Developments

– Investigations in US, China, Japan, Chile, New
Zealand and Australia into roll-on roll-off services

– US: 8 executive charged, 4 pleaded guilty and
are serving prison terms; 4 companies pleaded
guilty and agreed to pay criminal fines of $230
million

– China imposed fines of $58 million

– Mexico imposed fines of $2.2 million

• Looking Ahead

– First Australian corporate criminal cases could
result in criminal fines



EUROPE TRENDS
CARTEL UPDATE



EU cartel enforcement trends

• Very large EU Commission fines for infringements covering large
markets for a long duration

– E.g. Trucks

• Increased national enforcement complementary to EU
Commission

– Italy and Spain in particular have joined Germany, France and UK as very
active enforcers

– UK CMA will have to ramp up parallel enforcement post-Brexit

• Follow-on civil damages litigation will impact on EU Commission
and national authority enforcement practice in relation to the concept of
“single and continuous infringement”

– E.g. Air Cargo

• Continued development of accessory/facilitator liability



US DOJ CRIMINALIZES
WAGE-FIXING &
NO-POACHING AGREEMENTS

CARTEL UPDATE



Criminalizing Wage-Fixing & No-Poaching
Agreements

• DOJ and FTC Joint Announcement

– “[A]lert human resource (HR) professionals
and others involved in hiring and
compensation decisions to potential
violations of the antitrust laws”

– FTC civil actions against employment-related
conduct such as companies sharing
sensitive employee compensation
information without actually agreeing to fix
wages

– DOJ for the first time will criminally
investigate and prosecute employers,
including individual employees, who enter
into certain “naked” wage-fixing and no-
poaching agreements
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Criminalizing Wage-Fixing & No-Poaching
Agreements

• Competitors

o “compete to hire or retain employees
… regardless of whether the firms
make the same products or compete
to provide the same services”

• Per se unlawful

o Naked wage-fixing

– Agreement “about employee salary or
other terms of compensation, either at
a specific level or within a range”

o No-poaching agreements

– Agreement “to refuse to solicit or hire
that other company’s employees”

30



Human Resources Areas to Watch
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Individual Accountability

• Deputy Attorney General
Sally Yates Memo

• Parallels other recent DOJ
efforts to focus on individual
accountability in both criminal
and civil cases
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Individual Accountability

• "[C]orporate offenders who hope to
obtain leniency, or to receive credit
for substantial assistance, need to
be aware of our current
expectations and practices in this
regard. The Yates memo
emphasizes what the Division
already expects of corporate
offenders who wish to mitigate their
criminal penalties, and highlights
our focus on holding accountable
the individuals who commit antitrust
crimes for which these offenders are
liable.”

33Source: https://www.justice.gov/opa/file/826721/download



LENIENCY
CARTEL UPDATE



Jurisdictions with Cartel Immunity/Leniency
Programs
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65 countries offer
leniency or criminal
cartel immunity
programs



Leniency Program FAQs

• Jan. 2017, DOJ significant policy
update concerning the operation of its
leniency program

– 1993, DOJ modified the leniency
program and announced its corporate
policy

– 1994, DOJ issued its individual policy

• Updates and clarifications emphasize
need to evaluate the facts of each
case in applying for leniency

• Future updates will be noted on the
Leniency Program FAQs
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New Belgian 2016 Leniency Guidelines

• March 1, 2016, Belgian Competition Authority
(BCA) new leniency guidelines
– Effective March 22

– Prior guidelines in 2007

• Key Features
– Full or partial immunity from fines

– Immunity from prosecution for individuals

– Overlapping percentages of fine reductions

– Implementation of the ECN Model Leniency
Program

• August 19, 2016
– BCA Chief Prosecutor Véronique Thirion

– BCA had already opened more cases based on
leniency applications than during all of 2015 (i.e.,
eight cases)

37



EXTRADITIONS
CARTEL UPDATE



Extraditions
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• In October 2016, fifth
successful extradition of
a foreign executive since
2010

• In the last two-and–a-
half years, three foreign
executives have been
extradited by the
Antitrust Division.

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCJHG7aCtgcgCFdBBkgodgDQKtA&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Germany&psig=AFQjCNE4nK4Gpoq3t7IbSL_ql2yFqrkU7A&ust=1442692157962151
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCLeyiqmtgcgCFUmAkgodYY0N6w&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_the_United_Kingdom&psig=AFQjCNEg22Rs_lN-sogjQVsfswHUceD7Fg&ust=1442692179370096
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCMq2lbytgcgCFVcRkgodtIgA-A&url=https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_Israel.svg&psig=AFQjCNFyngRZkg4Z_yKXmu4S_E6gp4xoiA&ust=1442692219266720
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_Canada.svg
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiwlLX7oe7RAhWMyoMKHVYWD-QQjRwIBw&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_Bulgaria&psig=AFQjCNF2FCoMFCSKTuU58Y1_lpCS4Q4mmQ&ust=1486016746500951


Fifth Extradition (Oct. 2016)

40https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/israeli-executive-extradited-and-arraigned-fraud-charges-involving-
foreign-military-financing



Red Notices to Request International Arrest

• INTERPOL

– International Criminal Police Organization

• 190 member countries

– National Central Bureau (NCB) located in each country
staffed by national law enforcement

• “In the case of Red Notices, the persons concerned
are wanted by national jurisdictions for prosecution
or to serve a sentence based on an arrest warrant or
court decision. INTERPOL's role is to assist the
national police forces in identifying and locating
these persons with a view to their arrest and
extradition or similar lawful action.”

41

Source: http://www.interpol.int/INTERPOL-expertise/Notices



Antitrust Extradition Ongoing Efforts
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Source: http://www.autonews.com/article/20160215/OEM02/302159902?template=printart

February 15, 2016

America's top cartel cop reiterated his threat to extradite individuals indicted on
charges of auto-parts price fixing who are hiding overseas from U.S. justice.

"Extradition is an important tool in our enforcement tool kit," Baer said at the
conference. "Once we file charges, and that foreign national has not come back to the
United States, he or she is considered a fugitive under U.S. law."



CRIMINALIZATION TREND
CARTEL UPDATE



Focus on Individuals

• Criminal penalties added in 2016

– Chile

– South Africa

• Link to extradition treaties

• First criminal case by ACCC

– RoRo Ocean Shipping

• Individual liabilities

– First individual fines, Spain

– First individual barred from serving as

officer or director of a public company,

UK

44
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Corporations & Individuals Charged
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45Source: https://www.justice.gov/atr/criminal-enforcement-fine-and-jail-charts



Average Prison Sentence in Months
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Jurisdiction with Criminal Penalties for
Cartel Activities
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33 countries have
criminal penalties for
cartel violations or
convictions



EXTRATERRITORIALITY
CARTEL UPDATE



FTAIA Developments

• In re Capacitors Antitrust Litigation (ND Cal)

– Products “billed to” U.S. customers involve “import commerce” even if not
shipped into the United States

– Products “shipped to” U.S. customers involve “import commerce” even if not
sold to a U.S. customer

– Denies “global pricing theory” of plaintiffs

– Pricing negotiated in the United States does not allow claims for purchases abroad

• In re Cathode Ray Tube Antitrust Litigation (ND Cal)

– “Import commerce” exception applied even if defendant was not engaged in
the importing activity

– Sufficient that defendant “negotiated or set the price of the good” that was ultimately
imported

– Importation of finished products containing price-fixed components “involve
import commerce” even if components sold outside the United States

49



DOJ/FTC International Enforcement
Guidelines

USDOJ Revised Antitrust Guidelines for International
Enforcement and Cooperation (January 13, 2017)

• Broader interpretation of “import commerce”
exception

• May “involve” import commerce even if
defendants are not engaged in importing

• May “involve” import commerce even if not direct
specifically at imports, and even if import
commerce is a “relatively small portion of the
worldwide commerce involved”

• “Direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable”
• Direct = “reasonably proximate causal nexus”
• Substantiality does not require “effects to be

quantified”
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Extraterritoriality and Overlapping
Jurisdiction

• Nishikawa Rubber

• Joint DOJ/ CCB investigation

• CCB accepted U.S. fine as resolution of
Canadian investigation

• Enforcement Authority cooperation to solve
issues with overlapping investigations

• What will happen with the change in
administration?

51



COMPLIANCE
CARTEL UPDATE



Compliance Continues to Take Center Stage

• DOJ Carrot and Stick

– Carrot: fine reductions (KYB, Barclays)

– Stick: penalty plus (Bridgestone)

– Stick: revocation of non-pros agreement (UBS)

• Brazil: 50% fine discount based on compliance program

• Algeria: participants in CNC compliance program initiative can limit fines

• New compliance guidance from EU, CCB, BCA

53
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QUESTIONS?
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Contacts
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Mark L. Krotoski

Silicon Valley
tel. +1.650.843.7212
mark.krotoski@morganlewis.com

J. Clayton “Clay” Everett, Jr.

Washington, DC
tel. +1.202.739.5860
clay.everett@morganlewis.com

Omar Shah

London
tel. +44.20.3201.5561
omar.shah@morganlewis.com
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